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A general method is developed to formulate extinction and absorption efficiency for nonspherical particles
at arbitrary and random orientations by use of anomalous diffraction theory ~ADT!. An ADT for finite
circular cylinders is evaluated as an example. Existing ADT’s for infinite cylinders at arbitrary orien-
tations and for finite cylinders at the normal incidence are shown to be special cases of the new
formulation. ADT solutions for finite cylinders are shown to approach the rigorous T-matrix results
when the refractive indices approach unity. The importance of some physical processes that are ne-
glected in the ADT approximation are evaluated by comparisons between ADT and rigorous calculations
for different particle geometries. For spheres, van de Hulst’s ADT and Mie theory are used, whereas the
ADT that we present and T-matrix calculations are used for cylinders of different diameter-to-length
ratios. The results show that the differences in extinction between ADT and exact solutions generally
decrease with nonsphericity. A similar decrease occurs for absorption at wavelengths of relatively
strong absorption. The influence of complex refractive index is evaluated. Our results suggest that
ADT may provide a useful approximation in parameterization and remote sensing of cirrus clouds in the
Christiansen bands where the real part of the refractive index approaches unity andyor where relative
absorption is strong. © 1998 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Knowledge of scattering by particles is required in
many applications that involve electromagnetic
waves passing through a particulate cloud. For ex-
ample, extinction and absorption efficiency of ice
crystals are required for studying cloud effects on
climate.1–3 These quantities are also critical for re-
trieving particle properties such as size distributions
from optical measurements.4 Because aerosol par-
ticles and ice crystals are generally nonspherical,
nonspherical scattering has been an area of active
research, and a number of approaches have been de-
veloped. The computational efficiency of the
T-matrix method has recently been improved, en-
hancing the utility of this method for calculating the
exact scattering properties of certain axisymmetric
particles.5 Even with this improvement, the compu-
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tation is impractical for particles that are large
relative to a wavelength andyor have extreme geom-
etry.5,6 Simple approximations to these complicated
solutions are desirable.

Many studies have approximated nonspherical
scattering by applying Mie theory to the correspond-
ing volume- or surface-equivalent spheres. How-
ever, researchers have increasingly recognized that
the light-scattering properties of nonspherical parti-
cles can differ significantly from those of such equiv-
alent spheres, and use of Mie solutions for equivalent
spheres may cause serious errors in applications such
as remote sensing.1–3, 7–10 For example, the discrep-
ancy between in situ measurements of crystal size
and retrieved crystal size from infrared radiometric
measurements has led to a debate over the existence
of small crystals and their role in radiation transfer.11

Recognizing that the retrieval was based on Mie the-
ory for equivalent spheres, it was argued that such
discrepancy may be caused by the inappropriate
treatment of nonspherical scattering in the approxi-
mation of equivalent spheres.1,11 In a recent numer-
ical experiment, we inverted ice crystal size
distributions from multispectral extinction measure-
ments by applying Mie theory to ice spheres, and the



modeled extinction closely agreed with the measured
values.12 The results of this numerical study imply
that the incorrect representation of particle shape
may be transformed into an incorrect size distribu-
tion of ice crystals, without much loss of agreement
between modeled and measured optical depth.

Another commonly used approximation is the
anomalous diffraction theory ~ADT! of van de Hulst.13

ADT has been widely used in studying scattering
properties and radiative effects of cirrus clouds on
climate.2,14 New research on ADT is directed to-
ward modifying van de Hulst’s original theory to ex-
tend the range of its applicability15–17 and toward
formulating ADT for nonspherical particles.14,18–24

ADT is drawing increased attention as a potentially
better approximation for nonspherical ice crystals
than commonly used equivalent spheres.1,11 How-
ever, ADT is currently available only for spheres,13

spheroids,18,19 infinite circular cylinders at arbitrary
orientations,14,19,20 and polygon-based prisms with
incident light rays parallel to the polygonal
bases.21–24 No ADT solution has been obtained for
finite circular cylinders at arbitrary orientations.
Moreover, much of the research related to ADT for
nonspherical particles has not involved comparison
with rigorous methods, except for spheres,13 sphe-
roids,11,25 and infinite cylinders at random orienta-
tions,14 cubes,23 and circular disks24 with light
incidence normal to the symmetry axis.

In the following sections, we present ~1! a general
approach for formulating ADT based on analytical
geometry, ~2! a formulation of ADT for finite cylin-
ders, ~3! an evaluation of our new ADT expressions
for finite cylinders by comparison with rigorous
T-matrix calculations, ~4! further comparison of ADT
solutions against rigorous T-matrix calculations for
different cylinders so as to address whether some
physical processes will lessen as particle shape be-
comes less spherical, and ~5! implications for remote
sensing and parameterization of cirrus clouds.

2. General Formulation of Anomalous Diffraction
Theory

Van de Hulst coined the term anomalous diffraction to
describe scattering phenomena based on two assump-
tions: ~1! particle size parameter x 5 2pRyl .. 1,
where R is a characteristic dimension of the particle
and l is the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave
in the surrounding medium; and ~2! um 2 1u ,, 1,
where m 5 mr 2 imi is the complex refractive index
of the particle relative to the medium whose refrac-
tive index is assumed to be unity. The first assump-
tion implies geometrical optics; the second
assumption implies that rays are negligibly deviated
as they cross the particle boundary. Moreover, little
energy is reflected at the boundary because the
Fresnel reflection coefficients vanish when m ap-
proaches unity. In ADT, extinction is caused by ab-
sorption of light passing through the particle and by
the interference of light passing through the particle
and light passing around the particle. The integral
form of ADT for arbitrarily shaped particles has been
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described previously20–22 and is the starting point for
the general ADT analysis. As shown in Fig. 1, if d
represents a ray path through the particle, then the
phase shift suffered by this ray relative to a parallel
ray traversing the same distance outside the particle
is given by

F 5
2pd

l
~m 2 1!. (1)

The extinction cross section is given by

Ce 5 2 ** Re@1 2 exp~2iF!#dP, (2)

where Re represents the real part of a complex quan-
tity, dP is the area element of the projection on the
plane perpendicular to the direction of the light ray,
and the integration is taken over the whole projected
area P. The absorption cross section is given by

Ca 5 ** F1 2 expS2
4pmid

l DGdP (3)

with the same integration domain.
Extinction and absorption cross sections can be ob-

tained from Eqs. ~1!–~3! by analytical derivations or
at least by numerical integration if both the ray path
d and the element of projected area dP can be ex-
pressed as functions of some integration variables
such as x and y in the Cartesian coordinate system.
When the cross sections are divided by the projected
areas, the corresponding efficiencies can be obtained.
In general, these functional relationships depend on
particle shape and orientation. Given a specific par-
ticle shape and orientation, the challenge in formu-
lating ADT is to find the ray path and the projected
area. In finding the ray path and projected area,
most previous studies used geometric arguments that
are difficult to generalize for complicated particle ge-
ometries. Such difficulty may be the reason that
analytical ADT results have been obtained only for

Fig. 1. Arbitrarily shaped particle and light rays characterized by
the direction n 5 ~cos a, cos b, cos g!.



spheres, spheroids, and infinite circular cylinders at
arbitrary orientations, as well as a few other shapes
~such as cubes and prisms! at special orientations.
Because ADT assumptions assure an undeviated
propagation of light rays, analytical geometry can be
used to find the ray path and the projected area.

We begin with the ray path. Consider a particle in
the Cartesian coordinates as shown in Fig. 1. If the
light propagation direction angles with respect to the
x, y, and z axes are a, b, and g, respectively, the
corresponding unit vector of the direction is charac-
terized by

n 5 ~nx, ny, nz!, (4)

where nx 5 cos a, ny 5 cos b, and nz 5 cos g.
Suppose a ray enters the particle at the point

~x1, y1, z1! on the surface that is described by

f1~x, y, z! 5 0. (5)

The line passing the point ~x1, y1, z1! with the direc-
tion ~a, b, g! satisfies the following set of linear equa-
tions:

x 2 x1 5 nx t, (6a)

y 2 y1 5 ny t, (6b)

z 2 z1 5 nz t, (6c)

where t . 0 is a distance parameter along the direc-
tion of the incident light.26 If the ray exits the par-
ticle at the point ~x2, y2, z2! on the surface that can be
described by

f2~x, y, z! 5 0, (7)

then the ray path d is determined by the distance
between the point ~x1, y1, z1! and the point ~x2, y2, z2!
that is given by

d 5 @~x2 2 x1!
2 1 ~y2 2 y1!

2 1 ~z2 2 z1!
2#1y2. (8a)

With ~x2, y2, z2! on the line determined by Eqs. ~6!,
Eq. ~8a! becomes

d 5 t~nx
2 1 ny

2 1 nz
2!1y2 5 t, (8b)

where ~nx
2 1 ny

2 1 nz
2!1y2 5 1 is used. The quantity

t can be found by solving Eqs. ~6! and ~7! as a function
of ~x1, y1, z1! and ~a, b, g!. In other words, the ray
path can be found for a given direction of incident
light if the equations for surfaces where rays enter
and exit are known.

The projected area, which uses only the surface
equation where the ray enters, is easier to determine.
The area element of the surface ds is readily obtained
as it is solely determined by the surface equation
described by Eq. ~5!. Also, the normal unit vector of
this surface at an arbitrary point p1 can be found
through Eqs. ~6! based on the following equation:

ns 5
~¹f1!p1

i¹f1ip1

, (9)
where ¹f represents the gradient of f and i.i repre-
sents the Euclidean norm.27 The projected area el-
ement dP is then given by

dP 5 n ? ds 5 ~n ? ns!ds. (10)

Therefore, for a given direction of incident light, the
ADT solution can be obtained by use of surface equa-
tions where the ray enters and exits the particle.
This method is used in the next section to derive the
ADT for finite circular cylinders at arbitrary orienta-
tions.

3. New Anomalous Diffraction Theory Expressions for
Finite Circular Cylinders

Spheroids are frequently studied nonspherical
shapes. However, spheroids do not have sharp
edges like those of some ice crystals. Unlike sphe-
roids, finite cylinders are characterized by sharp,
rectangular edges in partial analogy to hexagonal ice
crystals. Previous results indicate that scattering
properties of circular cylinders are different from
those of spheroids in many aspects.28,29 The rigor-
ous T-matrix code is available for calculating scatter-
ing properties of circular cylinders.5,28,29 and the
exact T-matrix results can be used to evaluate ap-
proximate ADT results.

For finite cylinders, the difficulty in formulating
ADT lies in the end effects ~the end effects are ignored
in formulating ADT for infinite cylinders and finite
cylinders at normal incidence!. As discussed above,
the known surface equations can be used to formulate
the ADT for a finite cylinder. As shown in Fig. 2,
without loss of the generality, assume the rays enter
End 1 and Side 1 and exit End 2 and Side 2. In
terms of the ray path, the problem can be divided into
four nonoverlapping parts: End 1 to Side 2, End 1 to
End 2, Side 1 to Side 2, Side 1 to End 2. In the
following subsections we discuss these in detail.

End 1 is described by

x2 1 y2 5 r2, (11a)

z 5 0. (11b)

Fig. 2. Finite circular cylinder and light rays characterized by the
direction n 5 ~sin g, 0, cos g!.
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The equation for End 2 is

x2 1 y2 5 r2, (12a)

z 5 L, (12b)

where L is the length of the cylinder. The equation
for the side is

x2 1 y2 5 R2, (13a)

0 # z # L, (13b)

where R is the diameter of the cylinder.

A. End 1 to Side 2

Consider light rays that enter the cylinder from
End 1 and exit from Side 2. The line that passes
any point p 5 ~x, y, z! on End 1 with the direction
n 5 ~nx, ny, nz! is described by Eqs. ~6!. Coupled
with Eq. ~13a! and inequality 13~b!, the ray path is
given by

d1
~1! 5

2~nx x 1 ny y! 6 @~nx
2 1 ny

2!~R2 2 r2! 1 ~ny x 1 nx y!2#1y2

~nx
2 1 ny

2!
,

(14a)

where the subscript 1 and superscript ~1! together
denote the contribution from End 1 to Side 2. Note
that ur~nx cos f 1 ny sin f!u # @r2~nx cos f 1 ny sin f!2

1 ~nx
2 1 ny

2!~R2 2 r2!#1y2 because R $ r. Because
the ray path is nonnegative, we choose only the so-
lution given by

d1
~1! 5

@~nx
2 1 ny

2!~R2 2 r2! 1 ~ny x 1 nx y!2#1y2 2 ~nx x 1 ny y!

~nx
2 1 ny

2!
.

(14b)

In the polar coordinates where x 5 r cos f and
x 5 r sin f,
d1
~1! 5

@r2~nx cos f 1 ny sin f!2 1 ~nx
2 1 ny

2!~R2 2 r2!#1y2 2 r~nx cos f 1 ny sin f!

~nx
2 1 ny

2!
. (14c)
Equation ~14c! can be simplified because of the sym-
metry of the circular cylinder. We can always
choose rays that propagate in the direction parallel to
the x–z plane, as has been applied in previous studies
of an infinite cylinder14,19,20, i.e.,

ny 5 0, (15a)

nx 5 sin g, (15b)

nz 5 cos g, (15c)

where 0 # g # py2.
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The simplified expression for the ray path is

d1
~1! 5

@R2 2 r2 sin2 f#1y2 2 r cos f

sin g
. (16)

Because the normal direction of End 1 is ns 5 ~0, 0, 1!,
the projected area element is given by

dP 5 ~n ? ns!ds 5 r cos fdrdf. (17)

Therefore the extinction cross section for this part is
given by

Ce1
~1! 5 2 cos g **

A1

$1 2 exp@2ik~m 2 1!d1
~1!#% z rdrdf,

(18)

where A1 is the integration domain that covers all the
rays from End 1 to Side 2. As shown below, we do
not need to explicitly know A1.

B. End 1 to End 2

Consider rays that enter the cylinder from End 1 and
exit from the other end of the cylinder ~End 2!. This
subproblem is analogous to consideration of a thin
disk. The ray path is given by

d1
~2! 5

L
nz

5
L

cos g
. (19)

The surface area element is also given by Eq. ~17!.
Therefore the extinction cross section for this part is
given by

Ce1
~2! 5 2 cos g **

A2

$1 2 exp@2ik~m 2 1!d1
~2!#%rdrdf,

(20)

where A2 is the integration domain that covers all the
rays from End 1 to Side 2. As shown below, we do
not need to explicitly know A2.
C. Side 1 to Side 2

Consider rays that enter the cylinder from Side 1 and
exit from Side 2. This subproblem is similar to that
of an infinite cylinder at arbitrary orientations. The
ray path is given by

d2
~1! 5

22~nx x 1 ny y!

~nx
2 1 ny

2!
, (21a)

and in polar coordinates is

d2
~1! 5

22R~nx cos f 1 ny sin f!

~nx
2 1 ny

2!
. (21b)
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By use of the symmetry condition given by Eqs. ~15!,
Eq. ~21b! is reduced to

d2
~1! 5

2R cos f

sin g
. (21c)

Note that the minus sign was eliminated for clarity
by choosing the coordinate system such that the in-
cident rays are in the domain determined by

2
p

2
# f #

p

2
. (21d)

The normal direction of Side 1 is given by

ns 5 Sx1

R
,
y1

R
, 0D . (22)

Therefore the projected area element is given by

dP 5 2~n ? ns!ds 5 R sin g cos fdfdz. (23)

The extinction cross section for this part is given by

Ce2
~1! 5 2R sin g **

A3

$1 2 exp@2ik~m 2 1!d2
~1!#%

3 cos fdzdf, (24)

where A3 is the integration domain that covers all the
rays from Side 1 to Side 2. As shown below, we do
not need to know A3 explicitly.

D. Side 1 to End 2

Consider that rays enter the cylinder from Side 1 and
exit from End 2. In this case, the ray path can be
found by solving a line equation passing a point
~x, y, z! on Side 1 described by Eq. ~13a! and inequal-
ity 13~b! coupled with Eqs. ~6!:

d2
~2! 5

L 2 z
cos g

. (25)

Combined with Eq. ~23! for the projected area ele-
ment, the extinction cross section can be given by

Ce2
~2! 5 2R sin g **

A4

$1 2 exp@2ik~m 2 1!d2
~2!#%

3 cos fdzdf, (26)

where A4 is the integration domain that covers all the
rays from Side 1 to End 2. As shown below, we do
not need to explicitly know A4.

E. Addition Theorem: Total Extinction and Absorption

With contributions from each part, total extinction
and absorption can be determined by use of the so-
called addition theorem.21,22 Briefly, a particle can
be divided into a number of segments with the non-
overlapping projected area using planes parallel to
the incident light rays. As a result of the additivity
of the integration, the extinction, absorption, and
scattering cross sections of the whole particle can be
expressed as a sum of the contributions from each
individual segment. Based on the addition theorem,
the contributions from the rays incident to End 1 are
given by

Ce1 5 (
j51

2

Ce1
~ j!

5 2 cos g *
0

2p

df *
0

R

dr$1 2 exp@2ik~m 2 1!d1#%r,

(27a)

where

d1 5 Hd1
~1!, if d1

~1! cos g # L
d1

~2!, if d1
~1! cos g . L . (27b)

Note that the integration domain is given by A1 1 A2
5 ~0 # r # R; 0 # f # 2p!.

Similarly, the contribution from Side 1 is given by

Ce2 5 (
j51

2

Ce2
~ j!

5 2R sin g *
0

L

dz *
2py2

py2

df

3 $1 2 exp@2ik~m 2 1!d2#%cos f, (28a)

d2 5 Hd2
~1!, if z 1 d2

~1! cos g # L
d2

~2!, if z 1 d2
~1! cos g . L . (28b)

Note that the integration domain is given by A3 1 A4
5 ~0 # z # L; 2py2 # f # py2!. The total extinction
cross section of the cylinder is given by

Ce 5 (
j51

2

Cej. (29)

The absorption cross section can be obtained by sub-
stituting the corresponding ray path and projected
area element into Eq. ~3!.

We have described how to obtain the extinction and
absorption cross sections of an arbitrary cylinder at
arbitrary orientations. Corresponding efficiencies
can easily be found by dividing each cross section
with the corresponding projected area. Next we dis-
cuss efficiencies averaged over random orientations.

F. Random Orientation Average

With the ADT solution for an arbitrary cylinder at
arbitrary orientations, the cross section can be ex-
pressed as

C# 5 *
0

py2

C~g!sin gdg, (30)

where C# can be either the extinction or the absorption
cross section.6 For a circular cylinder with the cyl-



inder radius R and length L, the randomly averaged
projected area is

P 5
p

2
RL 1

p

2
R2 5 pR2S2 1 ε

2ε D , (31a)

where the diameter-to-length ratio is defined as

ε 5 ~2RyL!. (31b)

Efficiencies are given by

Q 5 ~C# yP!. (32)

We have shown how to obtain the integral ADT ex-
pressions for a finite circular cylinder at arbitrary
and random orientations. The ADT efficiencies can
be computed by numerical integration of the corre-
sponding equations.

4. Evaluation of Anomalous Diffraction Theory

We have shown the ADT expressions for an arbitrary
cylinder. Our new expressions are justified by
studying special cases that have known solutions.

A. Cases in which End Effects can be Ignored

The ADT solutions for finite cylinders normal to the
incident light13 and for infinite cylinders at oblique
incidence14,19,20 are available. Our new ADT for fi-
nite cylinders reduces to both special cases when cor-
responding conditions are satisfied.

For a finite cylinder at the normal incidence, when
the light rays enter and exit the sides of the cylinder,
g 5 py2 leads to

nz 5 cos g 5 0. (33)

Substitution of Eq. ~33! into Eq. ~20! indicates that
the contribution from End 1 is zero. Also, we have

d2 5 d2
~1! (34)

because z # L holds no matter what value z is in the
range of 0 # z # L. Therefore, for normal incidence,

Ce 5 4RLRe *
0

py2

$1 2 exp@2i2Rk~m 2 1!

3 cos f#%cos fdf. (35)

Dividing by the projected area P 5 2RL, the extinc-
tion efficiency can be given by

Qe 5 2Re *
0

py2

@1 2 exp~2ir* cos f!#cos fdf, (36a)

r* 5 2kR~m 2 1!. (36b)

Equations ~36a! and ~36b! are identical with van de
Hulst’s result.13

For an infinite cylinder, the end effects are ignored.
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Only a Side 1 to Side 2 contribution exists. There-
fore

Ce 5 4RL sin gReH *
0

py2 F1 2 expS2ir*
cos f

sin gDG
3 cos fdfJ . (37)

Dividing by the projected area P~g! 5 2RL sin g, the
extinction efficiency at the oblique angle g can be
given by

Qe~g! 5 2 ReH *
0

py2 F1 2 expS2ir*
cos f

sin gDGcos fdfJ .

(38)

This result is consistent with previous research.17

Our new ADT expressions can also be used to eval-
uate the gradual change from a finite cylinder to an
infinite cylinder. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3 in
terms of randomly averaged extinction and absorp-
tion efficiencies. Figure 3 shows that both absorp-
tion and extinction efficiency are mostly sensitive to a
diameter-to-length ~DyL! ratio larger than 0.1. The
infinite cylinder provides reasonable approximation
to a finite cylinder with a DyL ratio less than 0.01.
This result is similar to the result obtained in Refs. 27
and 28.

Fig. 3. ADT extinction and absorption efficiencies for randomly
oriented cylinders having a variety of aspect ratios. Note that
efficiencies approach those of infinite cylinders as the DyL ratio
decreases. The curves for the 0.01 and 0.001 DyL ratios are al-
most the same as the infinite cylinder results. All the curves were
computed by use of the new ADT.
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B. Comparison of the Anomalous Diffraction Theory with
T-Matrix Calculations

Although ADT has been widely used, systematic com-
parison with rigorous results has been limited to
spheres,13 infinite cylinders,19 and spheroids.11,25

To evaluate our ADT expressions for finite cylinders,
we further compare ADT calculations with the
T-matrix calculations.

The mathematical details of the T-matrix approach
have been previously discussed.5,6 The T-matrix
method solves light-scattering problems by expand-
ing the fields ~incident, internal, and scattering! in
terms of eigenfunctions, i.e., basis functions that are
solutions of the electromagnetic wave equations.
The coefficients of the incident field expansion func-
tions are determined by the given incident field.
The coefficients of the scattered and internal field
expansion functions can be determined by applying
the electromagnetic boundary conditions to the gov-
erning Maxwell’s equations. If a is the coefficient
vector of the incident field, b is the coefficient vector
of the internal field, and c is the coefficient vector of
the scattering field, then these coefficient vectors are
related by

b 5 Q1
21a, (39a)

c 5 Q2b, (39b)

c 5 Ta, (39c)

T 5 Q2Q1
21, (39d)

where the matrices Q1 and Q2 are determined by the
surface integrals, Q1

21 is the inverse of Q1, and T is
the transition matrix. A fundamental feature of the
T-matrix approach is that the elements of the
T-matrix are independent of the incident and scat-
tered fields and depend only on the shape, size pa-
rameter, and refractive index of the scattering
particle as well as its orientation with respect to the
coordinate system. Consequently, the transition
matrix needs to be computed only once and then can
be used for any direction of light incidence and scat-
tering. In principle, the T-matrix method can be
applied to any particle shape. However, virtually all
available codes assume axisymmetric particles ~e.g.,
spheroids, Chebyshev particles, and circular cylin-
ders!. We compare the T-matrix calculation with
the ADT for finite cylinders.

The ADT assumptions assure that its solution is
close to the corresponding T-matrix calculation when
the refractive index approaches 1. To demonstrate
this, we chose a wavelength of 2.865 mm with a re-
fractive index of 1.0036 2 0.0923i ~ice!. Figure 4
shows the results of extinction efficiency and absorp-
tion efficiency for randomly oriented cylinders with a
DyL ratio of 1.0. Figure 5 shows the results for ran-
domly oriented cylinders with a DyL ratio of 2.5.

Previous studies have shown that ADT produces a
correct phase in the extinction efficiency curve as a
function of size parameter for spheres,13 randomly
oriented infinite cylinders,14 and randomly oriented
spheroids.25 Figure 6 demonstrates that our new
ADT for randomly oriented cylinders produces the
same phase agreement for extinction. A wavelength
of 2 mm was selected to show an example in which
ADT diverges from the exact T-matrix result because
of the relatively large real refractive index ~1.274!

Fig. 4. ADT efficiencies for a randomly oriented cylinder. Note
that cylinder ADT approaches T-matrix calculations when the real
part of the refractive index is close to 1.0. The DyL ratio is 1.0.

Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4, except that the DyL ratio is 2.5.



and relatively small imaginary refractive index
~0.001588!. Note in Fig. 6~b! that Mie theory
slightly overestimates the absorption efficiency,
whereas ADT provides a substantial underestimate.

5. Nonsphericity Influence on the Accuracy of
Anomalous Diffraction Theory

ADT considers the transmitted light but ignores scat-
tering processes such as internal reflection and re-
fraction, edge effects, and tunneling effects. For
spheres, Ackerman and Stephens15 improved the per-
formance of van de Hulst’s original ADT by empiri-
cally taking into account the contributions of internal
reflection and refraction as well as edge effects.
Their results indicated that the modified ADT mainly
improved ADT performance for large size parame-
ters. Similar efforts were made to modify the orig-
inal ADT extinction for spheroids.16,17 Empirical
functions are also given in Refs. 16 and 17 that bridge
the Rayleigh and ADT extinction to improve the ADT
performance in the small particle range. However,
performance in the so-called resonance region with
particle size comparable to wavelength, where errors
of both the ADT and the equivalent sphere approach
tend to be large,30 is not easy to improve empirically.

In addition to the value in evaluating and modify-
ing the ADT, comparisons of ADT with exact solu-
tions for particles of different shapes are also useful
for determining whether some physical processes will

Fig. 6. Efficiencies calculated from cylinder ADT ~solid curve!,
volume-equivalent spheres ~dotted curve!, area-equivalent spheres
~dashed–dotted curve!, and the T-matrix method ~heavy solid
curve!. The DyL ratio is 1.0, the wavelength is 2 mm, and the
refractive index is 1.274 2 0.001588i. Mie theory was used for the
spheres.
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dampen or disappear with nonsphericity. Chylek et
al.30 assumed that surface waves responsible for res-
onances present in scattering by spherical particles
are absent in scattering by irregular particles at ran-
dom orientations. They proposed a method to elim-
inate the resonance effects that are due to these
surface waves in the Mie series and obtained results
in agreement with experimental data on phase func-
tions. Recently, Baran et al.11 compared ADT solu-
tions with T-matrix calculations for both oblate and
prolate spheroids. They argued that ADT provides
better approximations than equivalent spheres for ice
particles and addressed the question of nonspherical
scattering by comparing ADT with rigorous solutions
and the implications for remote sensing of cirrus
clouds. However, their study was only for sphe-
roids, and it appears that Baran et al. used an ap-
proximate ADT version given in Ref. 1 rather than
the formal ADT solution for spheroids. To extend
such studies, we compare the results obtained with
our new ADT ~derived from the original van de
Hulst’s assumptions! with the rigorous T-matrix cal-
culations for finite cylinders having different DyL
ratios.

It is well known that ADT performance depends on
both real and imaginary refractive index. Van de
Hulst13 introduced an absorption angle to character-
ize absorption strength:

z 5 tan21S mi

mr 2 1D . (40)

Unlike the imaginary refractive index that character-
izes absolute absorption, the absorption angle charac-
terizes the absorption strength relative to the real
refractive index. Following Ackerman and Ste-
phens15, we use this unique quantity to characterize
absorption strength. Figure 7 shows the absorption
angle and real part of the refractive index for ice as a
function of wavelength.31 Ackerman and Stephens15

classified absorption into no absorption ~z 5 0°!, weak
absorption ~z 5 0.2°!, and strong absorption ~z $ 30°!.

Fig. 7. Real refractive index and absorption angle for ice as a
function of wavelength.
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To address the effects of the refractive index, we re-
port results at three typical wavelengths. The
2.865-mm wavelength with z 5 87.8 and mr 5 1.0036
corresponds to strong absorption but small real re-
fractive index; the 12.5-mm wavelength with z 5 47.6
and mr 5 1.3857 corresponds to strong absorption
and large real refractive index; and the 2.2201-mm
wavelength with z 5 0.0486 and mr 5 1.2604 corre-
sponds to weak absorption. We present the results
in terms of percent error between the ADT and the
corresponding exact solution defined as

d 5 100
Qexact 2 QADT

Qexact
, (41)

where Qexact represents Mie solutions for spheres and
T-matrix solutions for finite cylinders, and QADT rep-
resents solutions obtained by van de Hulst’s ADT for
spheres and those obtained by our new ADT for finite
cylinders. We do not take the absolute value of the
percent error, because the sign ~positive or negative!
provides additional information about whether ADT
overestimates ~negative! or underestimates ~positive!
exact values.

Figure 8 shows the ADT error as a function of
volume-equivalent size parameter at the 2.865-mm
wavelength for spheres as well as randomly oriented
compact ~DyL 5 1.0! and platelike cylinders
~DyL 5 2.5!. This figure shows that the differences
between the ADT and the corresponding exact solu-
tions decline with deviation from sphericity for both
extinction and absorption in a broad size parameter
range ~from approximately 1 to 60!. Furthermore,

Fig. 8. Error of ADT approximations. Mie theory and van de
Hulst’s ADT for spheres were applied to spheres. The T-matrix
method and the new ADT were used for cylinders.
Fig. 8 indicates that similar to previous studies for
spheres, infinite cylinders, and spheroids, our cylin-
der ADT approximates extinction better than absorp-
tion. Figure 8 also suggests that ADT is particularly
suitable for approximating nonspherical scattering in
the Christiansen bands with large absorption angle.

Figure 9 shows the ADT error at the 12.5-mm wave-
length for spheres and a wide range of randomly
oriented cylinders as a function of volume-equivalent
size parameter. Columnlike cylinders have a DyL
ratio , 1.0. Figure 9 suggests that the ADT for
columnlike cylinders is less accurate than that for
platelike cylinders; similar findings for spheroids
were reported recently in Ref. 11.

So far we have discussed results at wavelengths of
relatively strong absorption. Figure 10 presents the
results for a weak absorption case at the 2.2201-mm
wavelength. Compared with strong absorption
cases in which the resonance-induced ripple struc-
ture diminishes even for equivalent spheres, two
points are of note. First, nonsphericity and orienta-
tion averaging reduce the ripple structure in both
extinction and absorption. Second, ADT extinction
errors diminish in relation to nonsphericity with in-
creasing size parameter, whereas ADT absorption er-
rors for cylinders tend to be in the middle of ADT
errors for spheres that fluctuate with ripple struc-
ture.

It is well known that real refractive index plays an
important role in morphology-dependent resonanc-
es.32,33 To see the effect of real refractive index, we
combine the results at 2.865- and 12.5-mm wave-
lengths in Fig. 11. We define a new quantity D that

Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8, except that the wavelength is 12.5 mm.



characterizes the relative change of d from volume-
equivalent spheres to cylinders:

D 5 100
dMie 2 dADT

dMie
. (42)

Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 8, except that the wavelength is 2.2201 mm.
Note that results of a size parameter less than 2, where ADT tends
to overestimate the efficiencies, are not shown to emphasize the
ripple structure.

Fig. 11. Relative change of ADT error reduction when particle
shapes change from spheres to compact cylinders with an aspect
ratio of 1: ~a! extinction, ~b! absorption. See the text for the
meaning of Da and De.
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A positive D implies error reduction of ADT with
nonsphericity, and D 5 100 implies no ADT error for
the nonspherical particles. In this case, dMie is the
percent error between a Mie and an ADT sphere, and
dADT is the percent error between the T-matrix and
the ADT for finite cylinders. Figure 11 suggests
that ADT error reduction with nonsphericity reduc-
tion at l 5 12.5 mm is larger than that at l 5 2.865
mm for both extinction and absorption. This is likely
due to the larger real refractive index at l 5 12.5 mm
that generates stronger resonance effects.33

As shown in Fig. 7, ice exhibits relatively strong
absorption at wavelengths in the atmospheric win-
dow region ~8–15 mm!. This window region is im-
portant because it corresponds to strong terrestrial
radiation partially escaping to space, and it has been
used in remote sensing of aerosol and cloud proper-
ties.34 Considering that both aerosol and ice parti-
cles are generally nonspherical, the value of using
ADT in cloud parameterization and remote sensing is
evident. In evaluating scattering by nonspherical
particles, it is still common to apply Mie theory to
equivalent spheres.35 Our results suggest that ADT
might serve as a better approximation than equiva-
lent spheres in problems concerning scattering by
nonspherical particles in the Christiansen bands
andyor where absorption is relatively strong. ADT
is expected to be a better approximation because the
ripple that exists for a sphere will be averaged out for
randomly oriented nonspherical particles.

6. Concluding Remarks

Based on analytical geometry, we developed a gen-
eral ADT method for formulating extinction and ab-
sorption by nonspherical particles at arbitrary
orientations. This method uses surface equations
where the light rays enter and exit the particle and
simplifies the ADT formulation for nonspherical par-
ticles. The ADT for finite circular cylinders was for-
mulated by use of this new method. It has been
analytically shown that our expressions reduce to
those for an infinite cylinder when the cylinder is
sufficiently long. The ADT for cylinders was further
evaluated by our comparing results with the
T-matrix calculations when the refractive index is
close to 1. The ADT extinction curve is in phase
with the T-matrix calculations even when the real
refractive index is large and the ADT assumptions
are violated.

By comparing ADT results with T-matrix calcula-
tions at different DyL ratios, we evaluated whether
the error of the ADT approximation decreases with
nonsphericity. Comparisons were made for three
typical wavelengths representing ~1! relatively
strong absorption but small real refractive index, ~2!
relatively strong absorption and large real refractive
index, and ~3! weak absorption. First, we found that
when absorption is strong, the error of ADT extinc-
tion and absorption decreases somewhat with devia-
tion from sphericity over a broad size range. This
suggests that some physical processes that exist for
spherical scattering may dampen slightly with non-
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sphericity. Second, when absorption is weak, ADT
extinction error decreases with nonsphericity,
whereas ADT absorption error does not. These re-
sults suggest that, in addition to the real refractive
index, the absorption angle that essentially charac-
terizes the ratio of imaginary to real refractive index
plays an important role in addressing the issue of
such so-called missing physics. Third, ADT in gen-
eral approximates extinction better than absorption.
Together with the second point, this suggests differ-
ing effects of nonsphericity on absorption and scat-
tering processes.

In approximating extinction and absorption effi-
ciency of nonspherical particles, equivalent sphere
and ADT approaches exhibit significant differences.
First, ADT approaches exact solutions as the refrac-
tive index approaches unity, which makes ADT a
good tool for use in the Christiansen bands.36

Equivalent sphere approximations for nonspherical
particles do not have such features. Second, ADT
variation with size parameter is in phase with that of
exact solutions, whereas equivalent spheres are usu-
ally out of phase. Third, for wavelengths of strong
absorption, ADT error in both extinction and absorp-
tion decreases slightly with nonsphericity, in contrast
to the equivalent sphere approximation in which er-
ror increases with nonsphericity. These contrasts
between the ADT and the equivalent sphere ap-
proach may lead to differences in the results of re-
mote sensing of cirrus clouds. In Ref. 11, for
example, Baran et al. found that the size of ice crys-
tals obtained using ADT was much larger than that
obtained using the equivalent sphere approximation.
Although we found that the ADT approximation is
somewhat better for nonspherical ice particles ~par-
ticularly for the Christiansen bands!, ADT should be
used with caution. Our methodology is useful as a
tool for determining the error in using ADT for non-
spherical particles and has the potential of extending
to other particle geometries.
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